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I write this as we approach
the Easter weekend with
the promise of plenty of
sunshine, and it feels like
spring has finally sprung! Lambing and
calving is in full swing and the diary this
month has certainly reflected this, with
a flurry of associated visits.

April has been a busy
month for us on our farm
with the tail end of our
Spring calving, the whole
herd TB test and the start
of lambing. All of these activities bring
their expected physical toll but also carry
an emotional burden as well. This
ranges from the frustration at two
stillborn calves in one evening (following
a rare win at skittles), the delight of our
children at the first potential pet lambs
(aaggh!) and the stress of gathering up
the 200 sucklers and followers from
pasture twice in one week for a trip
through the race and crush, combined
with the worry of what the testing vet
will find (all clear thankfully).
Whilst TB testing at our 2nd handling
area I manoeuvred my husband Tom so
that he was working the back of the
crush while I was well out of the way
refilling the race. At the end of day one
it was mentioned that the crush ‘wasn’t
great’ and that we should look at
replacing it (hurray!) it’s only about 40
years old and was designed for small
compliant dairy cows. To his surprise I
had already formulated a list of
requirements – a front gate (to prevent
involuntary losses), manual adjustable
yoke (adjustable when closed to stop
small heads disappearing), squeeze sides
(to prevent the youngstock panicking
and turning themselves upside down
and inside out), opening side doors (to
allow access all areas), a back gate with
a spring catch or a sliding gate (to
prevent those rapid reverse exits)….
Hopefully when you read this you will
have gathered or be gathering a healthy
load of first cut to refill the clamps.
Wishing you all a good grass growing
season.

Although I have had my
shorts on for a while now
it’s been a little bit of a
slow start to turnout on
the North but hopefully we’ll get some
sunshine shortly. Spring lambers and
calvers seem to be going well for the
most part, although I have noticed two
things different about this Spring. There
has been far fewer difficult calving,
lambings and caesareans than ‘normal’,
which is good, but I have seen more
staggers (hypomagnesimia) and milk
fevers (hypocalcaemia). Both of these
can be life threatening. A lot of this has
been down to feeding, or more
precisely, underfeeding this winter
where feed has been tight.
Although there wasn’t much that could
have been done about last summer’s
hot weather, I think there are two
lessons that we can take away for next
year to prevent problems and ensure
that we are feeding effectively as well as
efficiently. Perhaps the simplest and
most cost effective bit of advice is to
carry out frequent body condition
scoring of stock, particularly pregnant
stock over winter. This quick and easy
task could help cut your feed costs and
even save you the price of a caesarean.
Free guides for cattle and sheep are
available from the SRUC (http://
beefandlamb.ahdb.org.uk/returns/).
Finally I cannot stress the importance of
forage analysis with a full mineral
content for all your winter fodder
including hay. This is a cost effective way
of preventing a whole heap of issues and
may highlight potential deficiencies in
your stock’s diet.

As well as teaching the farm animal
rotation for the RVC, here at Synergy we
also have lots of vet students ‘seeing
practice’ with us. I’ve spent a fair bit of
this month with a student shadowing,
and it’s been an absolute pleasure to
have them alongside. An extra pair of
hands is also handy!
Thank you to all of you who came to our
BVD Stamp It Out pub quiz meetings last
month (and apologies to some for the
lack of a music round!). We are starting
the first of the funded visits shortly, and
will be in contact to arrange these. For
those that couldn’t make it, we can also
offer a subsidised infectious disease
check test to screen your herd for BVD,
Lepto and IBR. This involves blood
sampling at least 6 homebred animals
between 9-12 months of age for
antibodies. The most practical way to
carry this out is on the second day of a
TB test but a separate visit can also be
arranged. It is a useful monitoring tool
for any herd and of particular relevance
if you are selling stock. Please give us a
call if you would like more information.
This month we welcomed new vets Josie
and Bella into the east side fold; they
have settled in brilliantly and Emily and I
are pleased to have a bit more ‘girl
power’ on board!

*** SEASONAL PRICES ***
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A Fond Farewell to Andy Adler
We bid farewell to Andy Adler who is leaving the business to
pursue new career challenges. We thank him for all his input and
enthusiasm over the last 13 years or so since joining Southfield
Veterinary Centre and subsequently becoming a Director at Synergy. He has held a number of positions within and outside of
Synergy including being Chair and Director of XLVETSUK Ltd.
We wish him the very best for the future.
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BVD ‘Stamp It Out’ Campaign: An Update
to making real progress in BVD
eradication; we as a country remain too
far behind Scotland and Scandinavian
countries in controlling this disease.

Thank you to the large number of
clients who attended our practice wide
series of BVD meetings as part of the
national BVD Stamp it OUT campaign.
We were very impressed by your
enthusiasm for tackling this important
and costly infectious disease – so much
so that despite Synergy being allocated
1.5% of the national funding we are still
oversubscribed!
We have now started to draw down the
funding and will be in contact with you
individually to arrange the necessary
blood testing before a PI hunt (if
required) can be sanctioned.
The
funding stream runs for two years but
as with all government initiatives there
is a lot of bureaucracy – please bear
with us while we complete the
application process. We look forward

For those units who are unsuccessful in
accessing the above funding we are
able to offer subsidized blood testing
for youngstock to ascertain BVD, Lepto
and IBR status.
This will be of
particular relevance to non vaccinating
herds. Now that stock are out this will
be best undertaken when performing
routine management tasks such as
worming or TB testing through the
summer. Please discuss this with your
regular vet or contact the office if you
wish to take advantage of this initiative.

Haemonchus Evening at Evershot a great success!
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We had over 75 people attend our Haemonchus evening on 25th April
for a busy night. There were five stations looking at the parasite,
diagnosis, treatment, environmental triggers and resistance followed
by a hog roast! Take home messages were about the importance of
getting a diagnosis, correct treatment, knowing where the risks are
on your pasture and as always- calibrating those drench guns! Thank
you to Zoetis, Ceva and Norbrook for supporting the evening and to
Posh Pigs for the Hog Roast!

Crewkerne Farmers
Skittle League
The 73rd season of the Crewkerne Farmers
Skittle League (which I have been running
since colleague Jereme Darke’s accident in
2011) concluded on 18th April with our
annual dinner and presentation at the
Shrubbery Hotel, Ilminster. A record 197
members of the league were in attendance.
Popular league winners were Nick Wakely’s
team from Compton Durville.
Less
fortunate were John Mitchell’s team from
Merriott who picked up the Wooden Spoon
for finishing bottom. The Shield nomination
competition was won by Roy French’s team
from Bradford Abbas. The Captains’ cup
was won by Ricky Saunders from
Kittwhistle. £967 was collected through the
course of the season to be donated to the
Dorset and Somerset Air Ambulance

Next season begins at the end of August
with the nomination knock out at the
Muddled Man, West Chinnock. At the end
of the 2019-20 season I will be standing
down (along with my long standing assistant
Hunter Studley) – so the search is on for
willing and able volunteer(s) to take on this
administrative role. Any interested parties
should contact me at the
practice for further details of
what is involved.

Ed Powell-Jackson
Veterinary Surgeon
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Could your Beef herd be more efficient?
It is difficult for farmers to control or predict the price they will receive for the stock
leaving the farm but what can be controlled to some extent will be the cost of
producing the animals. These costs are not always clear and obvious but may be
hidden or diluted with the profits made from the most productive animals being
diluted by unproductive members of the herd (e.g. empty cows, deadstock, poor
growers).
Using the three Ms: Measure, Manage, Monitor will help to assess current
performance and set targets going forward. Much of the information needed to
measure will be available on farm and already recorded or easy to collect going
forward.
The most basic data for a suckler herd are as follows with AHDB targets in red:

Fertility
Number of calves born per 100 cows put to the bull 95
Calving period (length of block) 12 weeks with 65% calving in first 3 weeks
Age at first calving (heifers) 24 months

Growth
Weight of animals at different life stages (from which we can work out daily
liveweight gain) cows should be able to wean a calf of 40-50%of their bodyweight

Disease
Number of disease incidents (for each disease) including reasons for culling
animals (we can provide a vet spend analysis broken down into fees and meds to
find focus points)

Mortality
For Cows, Calves and Growers/Finishers birth to weaning mortality 2-3%

Congratulations to Honiton RFC!
Huge congratulations go to Honiton RFC after winning the RFU Senior Vase Final at
Twickenham on Sunday 5th May; a thrilling match where they beat Northallerton
29-27. Synergy Farm Health couldn’t be prouder to support this high flying team!

Making the most from feed
and fertility
Join Synergy for your 2019 Suckler
Survey Results, Dinner and a Pint
Discuss Suckler Nutrition, Improving
Outputs, Body Condition Scoring
and more

WEDNESDAY 15TH MAY FROM 7PM
FROGMARY GREEN FARM,
SOUTH PETHERTON
THURSDAY 16TH MAY FROM 7PM
THE DRAX ARMS, BERE REGIS
To book your place please contact 01936
83682 / courses@synergyfarmhealth.com

‘Stress Free’ Disbudding
We commonly see extended calving periods (often up to 12 months) but having a
compact calving period can simplify the
management of the herd, produce a
more even crop of calves, reduce total
labour requirement, identify poor performers and ultimately increase profitability. A 12 week (or less) calving block is
something that all of our suckler herds
should be aiming for.
One way to optimize cow performance is
to manage body condition in the cows
with over or under conditioned cows being less productive or efficient. Key stages
to monitor include at calving, serving and
weaning. Having a compact calving period can help to manage cows who will all
be at the same stage of production and
target costly feed where it will be most
efficient.
In summary there are some very simple
ways to monitor the performance of your
herd often from data that is freely available to you. If you would like any advice or
Health Planning input then please call the
office or speak to your vet on farm.
Additionally we have our May suckler
meeting titled ‘Making the most from
feed and fertility’ including 2019 suckler
survey results. The dates are 15th May at
Frogmary Green Farm and 16th May at
Drax Arms, we would love
to see you there.

Tom Cook

We realise that disbudding can be a
hard and sometimes stressful job.
Reasons for disbudding – Horns later in
life can pose risks to humans and other
cattle as well as the animal itself, as
they can be prone to getting trapped
and broken. Horns can cause a distinct
hierarchy and increase competition for
feeding. It is also illegal to transport
horned cattle together with unhorned
animals. By disbudding at a young age
you decrease stress, effort and time.
Stressful situation for calves –
Disbudding is a stressful event for calves
and can have a significant impact on
growth rates. Currently you must legally
use a local anaesthetic when disbudding
at any age. This removes the pain, but
unfortunately does not remove the
stress of handling and only works for 90
minutes after which the pain returns. As
a result the process can still be difficult
and very time consuming as well as
unpleasant for the calf.
Benefits of Sedation
Time taken to disbud is greatly reduced
with batches of 20 grouped calves being
done within 30 minutes (the same
number kept individually in pens would
take 45 minutes).

Synergy Events

Veterinary Surgeon

Tour de Synergy
returns for 10 Year
Anniversary!
As part of the Synergy 10
year celebrations we are
planning to repeat the
Tour de Synergy that we
did several years ago when
a group of us visited all the
bases over two days. Not
only does it promise to be great fun, but we hope to raise
some money for this year’s chosen charities: Send a Cow
and The Farming Community Network. There will be three
routes over the two days. All members of the practice,
partners and clients are welcome to join in the fun!

For more details please contact Emily Alford:
emily.alford@synergyfarmhealth.com

perform the disbudding before the
calves begin to wake up. Most calves
will be standing by 1-2 hours after the
sedative injection.
Incorporating Meloxicam into protocol

To take the stress out of this important aspect of
calf rearing , many of our farmers pre book us
for disbudding by sedation in advance. If you
require information please contact Gary Harding
on 07950 660 604.

Meloxicam
(Metacam)
decreases
inflammation and acts as pain relief for
at least 24 hours. Studies have shown
that meloxicam significantly effects the
recovery of the calf with those receiving
it showing reduced behaviours that are
associated with stress and are quicker
to start eating and drinking.

Incorporating
protocol

Pain relief induced by the local
anaesthetic only works for 90 minutes meloxicam acts to extend this.

Xylazine

into

the

Xylazine is a chemical sedative which
causes deep sedation, muscle relaxation
and pain relief.
Calves
will
become
recumbent
approximately 10 minutes after
injection with the sedative. Local
anaesthetic is then administered easily
and much more precisely. Local
anaesthetic administration is still very
important as it is the primary pain relief
and without it the sedation effect will
soon wear-off. You then have a good 30
minute window in which we can

The process so far
This method of disbudding has been
used on large numbers of calves by the
Synergy Farm Health Vet Tech Team
and although sedation always has its
potential risks every single calf sedated
so far has been disbudded without a
problem. Our ‘disbudding
team’ will always include a
technician and a vet (and
has to by law) working
together.

Gary Harding

For more information please visit our website, Facebook page, or email courses@synergyfarmhealth.com

Coming in May

Coming in June

Safe Use of Veterinary Medicines (Sheep)
14th May 10.30am-2.30pm at Evershot

Mobility Scoring Course
3rd June 10.30am-4pm at Lower Coombe, Crewkerne

Practical Calving Course
15th May 10.30am-2.30pm at Evershot

Milk Sure Course
5th June 11am-1pm at Mole Avon, Axminster

Milk Sure Course
20th May 11am-1pm at Evershot

Practical Calving Course
18th June 10.30am-2.30pm at Mole Avon, Axminster

Safe Use of Veterinary Medicines (General)
21st May 10.30am-2.30pm at Evershot

DIY AI 3 Day Course
25th-17th June 9.30am-4pm at Evershot

NSA SOUTH
WEST EVENT

We are pleased to welcome Vets Bella Lowis & Josie Burridge to the Synergy East Team

TUESDAY 18TH JUNE
UMBERLEIGH,
DEVON EX37 9LF

Please do visit us on our
Stand for some cake! We
look forward to seeing
you there.

BELLA LOWIS

Bella has been wor king in the Blandfor d ar ea for 7 year s
and now joins our East Vet Team. Bella is experienced in all
farm animal clinical procedures and has a particular interest
in youngstock. She is Mum to two young boys and enjoys
running in her spare time.
Josie hails or iginally fr om Dor set and is pleased to be
returning to her roots after working in a Wiltshire practice
and doing a spot of travelling overseas ! Josie is an experienced and confident farm animal vet and is looking forward
to meet our farming clients. In her spare time she is a keen
rower and runner.

JOSIE
BURRIDGE

